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Dimensions:
-Berry Burst: 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base), 2-5/8" x 5-1/4" (flower mat), & scraps (label mat)
-Powder Pink 4" x 5-1/4" (embossed layer)
-Whisper White: 2-1/2" x 5-1/4" (main image layer), 4" x 5-1/4" (inside), & scraps (label)
-Powder Pink 1/2" Finely Woven Ribbon: 6"
-Delicate White Doilies: 1/2 doily
-In Color Bitty Bows Embellishments: 1 Powder Pink
Instructions:
1. Emboss the Powder Pink piece by running it through the Big Shot with the Ruffled 3D Dynamic
Textured Impressions Embossing Folder. Attach the 1/2 Delicate White Doily to the right, center
of the embossed piece.
2. Stamp the three stem stamp from the Tranquil Tulips Stamp Set onto the bottom of the Whisper
White main image layer using the Pear PIzzazz Classic Stampin' Pad. Stamp the bent leaf
stamp onto the left side of the bottom of the stems using the same ink pad. Stamp the straight,
larger leaf stamp three times on the bottom of the stems using the same ink pad.
3. Stamp the smaller stamp for the large tulip on top of the middle stem using the Berry Burst
Classic Stampin' Pad. Stamp the larger stamp for the large tulip on top of the first using the
same ink pad. Stamp the smaller stamp for the small tulip on top of the last two stems using the
Berry Burst ink pad. Stamp the larger stamp for the small tulip on top of the first small tulips
using the same ink pad. No need to "stamp off" with these stamps. Stamp the larger stamen
stamp onto the center of the large tulip using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Stamp the
smaller stamen stamp onto the center of the two small tulips using the same Memento Pad.
Attach the stamped layer onto the left side of the Berry Burst flower mat piece, and then attach it
to the left side of the embossed layer.
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4. Wrap the Powder Pink ribbon around the embossed layer, and attach the ribbon ends to the
back of the piece (see picture for placement). Fold the Berry Burst card base piece in half (fold
on the left). Attach the embossed piece to the card base.
5. Stamp the "With Faith..." stamp from the Ribbon of Courage Stamp Set onto a scrap piece of
Whisper White cardstock using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Punch the greeting out with the
Pretty Label Punch. Punch the same label out of a scrap piece of Berry Burst cardstock. Cut the
Berry Burst label in half, lengthwise. Attach one half to the back, top of the greeting label, and
the other half to the back, bottom of the greeting label. Attach the label over the ribbon on the
right side of the card. Attach a Powder Pink bow from the In Color Bitty Bows Embellishments
onto the bottom, left side of the label.
6. Inside of the card: Stamp the large, single stem stamp onto the bottom, left corner of the
Whisper White inside piece using the Pear Pizzazz ink pad. Stamp the straight, larger leaf
stamp onto each side of the bottom of the stem. Stamp the small tulip the same as the front of
the card. Stamp the "Live every moment..." stamp from the Ribbon of Courage Stamp Set onto
the top, center of the piece using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Attach the piece to the inside
of the card.

• Tranquil Tulips Photopolymer Stamp Set - 143767
Price: $10.00
• Ribbon Of Courage Clear-Mount Stamp Set - 143855
Price: $19.00
• Ribbon Of Courage Wood-Mount Stamp Set - 143852
Price: $27.00
• Berry Burst Classic Stampin' Pad - 144083
Price: $6.50
• Pear Pizzazz Classic Stampin' Pad - 131180
Price: $6.50
• Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad - 132708
Price: $6.00
• Berry Burst 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 144243
Price: $8.00
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• Powder Pink 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 144244
Price: $8.00
• Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730
Price: $9.00
• Powder Pink 1/2" Finely Woven Ribbon - 144134
Price: $7.00
• 2017-2019 In Color Bitty Bows - 144217
Price: $8.50
• Delicate White Doilies - 141701
Price: $3.00
• Big Shot - 143263
Price: $110.00
• Ruffled Dynamic Textured Impressions Embossing Folder - 143699
Price: $10.00
• Pretty Label Punch - 143715
Price: $18.00
• Snail Adhesive - 104332
Price: $7.00
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